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When the rich and famous visit South Africa, their first port of call is often Body Armor, the
personal security company offering two types of protection: the big and intimidating muscle men
called Gorillas or the lean and hungry former government body guards, referred to as Invisibles.
Lemmer is a freelance Invisible. The tiny and beautiful Emma le Roux, a brand consultant from
Cape Town, wants to hire him. He needs the money, so he listens to her story. LemmerвЂ™s First
General Law is: DonвЂ™t get involved. But he has never failed as a body guard and heвЂ™s also
grown a little too fond of Emma. He uncovers simmering racial and political tensions, greed,
corruption, and a network of eco-terrorists. He follows the leads until he finds what heвЂ™s after:
The people who attacked Emma. Getting to them will be extremely dangerous, and exposing them
could have international political implications. If he fails, both he and Emma will end up dead. But
Lemmer is sick and tired of being invisible. He goes after them, against all odds.From the
Hardcover edition.
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Coyote Cowgirl , Kim Antieau, Jun 1, 2003, Fiction, 288 pages. A misfit in a family of super-
achievers, Jeanne Les Flambeaux is charged with recovering a stolen family heirloom, a quest that
takes her across the American southwest, where.

7 Days , Deon Meyer, Sep 13, 2012, Fiction, 352 pages. I'll shoot a policeman every day until you
arrest the murderer of Hanneke Sloet. Shortly after the South African Police Services receive this
threatening email, a policeman is.

Seven Days , Deon Meyer, Sep 18, 2012, Fiction, 256 pages. "I'll shoot one policeman every day,
until you arrest the murderer of Hanneke Sloet," says the e-mail to the South African Police
Services. And then the sniper turns threat.

Operation Vula , Conny Braam, 2004, Biography & Autobiography, 271 pages. This book narrates
with emotion and humility Braam's role, and others' parts, in what was the last and largest ANC
operation against the apartheid regime..

Suffer the Fool , Robert Gallinger, May 1, 2001, Fiction, 253 pages. A provocative suspense that
places a hired killer on a deadly collision course with a man who wants to die..

Heart of the Hunter , Deon Meyer, Mar 1, 2012, Fiction, 400 pages. Six-foot five-inch Thobela
"Tiny" Mpayipheli was once a feared assassin and freedom fighter, trained by the Stasi and KGB.
In post-apartheid South Africa, he's happily working.

You Are Next , Katia Lief, Sep 28, 2010, Fiction, 320 pages. He took everything . . . then came
back for more. Former Detective Karin Schaeffer has nothing left to live for after serial killer Martin
Price destroys all she holds dear.

Awakening Beauty , Bonnie Dee, Marie Treanor, Sep 28, 2010, Fiction, 198 pages. To fight this
evil, theyвЂ™ll have to make love. Lots of love. Fairytale Fantasies, Book 3 Joel Thorne feels as if
heвЂ™s been sleepwalking through his life. Wealth and success are.
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Devil's Peak , Deon Meyer, Apr 17, 2008, Fiction, 416 pages. Soldiers never find it easy returning
from war. So it is with Thobela Mpayipheli, former freedom fighter, trying to settle back into the
new South Africa. But at least he has.

Cruise Control , Liza Fosburgh, 1988, Alcoholics, 217 pages. Sixteen-year-old Gussie becomes
increasingly desperate in trying to cope with his alcoholic mother's increasing mental instability
and his father's determination to take care.

Trackers , Deon Meyer, Sep 6, 2011, Fiction, 400 pages. LemmerвЂ™s first rule is:
вЂњDonвЂ™t get involved.вЂќ A highly skilled bodyguard with a violent, criminal past, he has
settled into a quiet life in Loxton, South Africa, where the.

Beyond the Blue , Leslie Gould, Jul 27, 2011, Fiction, 368 pages. Two Worlds. Two Women. One
Love. In 1975, an American girl named Genevieve loses her mother when a plane full of orphans
crashes in war-ravaged Vietnam. Miles away in the.

Dead Before Dying , Deon Meyer, Dec 11, 2009, Fiction, 300 pages. Mat Joubert was one of the
rising stars of the South African police force, a cop on the fast-track to the future. Not only that;
to his eternal incomprehension - and despite.



This Is the Wind , Liz Rosenberg, Sep 30, 2008, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Sing-song verse and
rich illustrations enhance a lovely tale about the miracle of bringing a baby into the world as
experienced by a human mother and mouse mother on the sameA Lady of Scandal , Nicole Byrd,
Feb 6, 2007, Fiction, 336 pages. More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title
from Penguin USA Blood Safari 384 pages That Winning Feeling! A New Approach to Riding Using
Psychocybernetics, Jane Savoie, 1992, Sports & Recreation, 146 pages Ehwa tries to cope with her
widowed mother's finding of new love, while she, after falling in love with Duksam, a young
wrestler, discovers the pain of heartbreak when Master. In his accessible, perceptive introduction
to the central features and figures in Judaism, Norman Solomon discusses the religion as a living
force, in all its contemporary.
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Abnormal Tongues: Style and Sexuality in Modern Literature and Culture , Scott J. St. Pierre, 2008,
, 216 pages. "Abnormal Tongues" is an analysis of the sexual politics of style. Many interpretive
strategies of modern Western thought, it contends, are shaped by a poorly understood, yetThe
Travel Game , John Grandits, 2009, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. To avoid a nap, Tad plays his
favorite quiet game with his aunt and together their imaginations take them from their home in
Buffalo, New York, to Hong Kong Random House LLC, 2010 Judging Hunters And Hunter Seat
Equitation A Comprehensive Guide for Exhibitors and Judges, Anna Jane White-Mullin, Mar 1,
2007, Sports & Recreation, 224 pages. Still the only book on how to judge hunt-seat show classes
Like Jo Clancy's earlier books, What Love Is grows directly out of her life as mother, wife, sister,
friend, social worker. with all the loss and sorrow, the joy and. The first of its kind, this book has
taken on the monumental task of explaining what the criminal statutes mean. It contains hundreds
of criminal statutesвЂ”in complete verbatim. A visual exploration of how the brain develops
throughout our lives. Just as neurons communicate through mutual stimulation, brains strive to
connect with one another. Louis.



Seven Days , Deon Meyer, Sep 18, 2012, Fiction, 256 pages. "I'll shoot one policeman every day,
until you arrest the murderer of Hanneke Sloet," says the e-mail to the South African Police
Services. And then the sniper turns threatFederal Reserve's First Monetary Policy Report for 1980
Hearing Before the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, United States Senate,
Ninety-sixth Congress, Second Session. February 25 and 26, 1979, United States. Congress.
Senate. Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, 1980, Electronic books, 279 pages
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Territory of Desire Representing the Valley of Kashmir, Ananya Jahanara Kabir, 2009, Art, 261
pages. A result of territorial disputes between India and Pakistan since 1947, exacerbated by
armed freedom movements since 1989, the ongoing conflict over Kashmir is consistently inJungle
Book/Spec 2, Rudyard Kipling, Oct 9, 2000, Fiction, . The Jungle Book introduces Mowgli, the
human foundling adopted by a family of wolves. It tells of the enmity between him and the tiger
Shere Khan, who killed Mowgli's parents The Checkering and Carving of Gunstocks , Monty
Kennedy, Nov 1, 1990, Crafts & Hobbies, 343 pages. Treatise covering the art of gunstock
ornamentation from both utilitarian and decorative standpoints, with some 473 illustrations Second
in the series begun by TRUE SOLDIER GENTLEMEN, the story takes our heroes through the winter
snows as Sir John Moore is forced to retreat to Corunna. Faced with.
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The System Shock , Liam O Donnell, 2008, Graffic novels, 80 pages. "Daniel felt his bones creak
and his body stretch as the System lost control of its programmingвЂ¦" In the year 2115, Daniel
and Jack are lost in their favouriteVirtual Reality101 Ways to Burn Fat on the Ball , Lizbeth Garcia



Rationing of medical services professional ethics, governmental regulation, or markets, Joseph P.
Newhouse, 1980, Medical care, 12 pagesPolshek Partnership Architects: Frank Sinatra School of
the Arts (0307) , , , Architecture A Guide to the Preservation of Federal Judges' Papers , Bruce A.
Ragsdale, Jonathan W. White, 2009, Judges, 80 pages. Since the first editon was published in
1996, the nature of judges' papers has changed as more and more of the work of the federal
courts is documented in electronic records Blood Safari 384 pages Praise for the previous editions
of Wetlands "Wetlands, the field of study, would not be what it is without Wetlands, the book."
вЂ”вЂ”Bill Streever, Wetlands, 2001 "The Third.
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Kaplan SAT II Mathematics, 1998-99 , Kaplan, 1998, Study Aids, 352 pagesRed Sky Lament ,
Edward Wright, Jun 24, 2010, Fiction, 400 pages. Los Angeles, late 1940s: all over Hollywood, the
U.S. government is ordering people to appear before the House Un-American Activities Committee
as part of the crusade to download Economic Review, Volume 13; Volume 72 , , 1987, Federal
Reserve banks Explains the nature and development of breasts in females and how they are used
to breast-feed milk to babies. Includes a section for mothers to read to children who were not.
Discusses the history and symptoms of diabetes, causes, tests, and treatments, and preventing
and possibly eliminating the disease. The energy, wit, and freshness of these sixty tales, as told by
an accomplished Tillamook storyteller, make this volume one of the most accessible and readable
collections of.



For All That Has Been, Thanks Growing a Sense of Gratitude, Rowan Williams, Joan Chittister, Dec
1, 2010, Christian life, 208 pages. Rowan Williams, writing in partnership with the bestselling
American Benedictine author, Joan Chittister, explores the meaning of a word often spoken in
Christian worship, butThe Ninth Karmapa, Wangchuk Dorje's Ocean of Certainty , , 2011, Religion,
163 pages. Traleg Kyabgon Rinpoche's commentary on the sixteenth-century work Pith
Instructions of Coemergent Wisdom, Entitled the Profound Essence of the Ocean of Certainty, by
the Ninth



Grassroots conservation of biological diversity in the United States. , United States. Congress.
Office of Technology Assessment, 1986, , 50 pagesSchooled , Cynthia Rayne, Jan 28, 2007,
Fiction, . [Siren Classic: Erotic Contemporary Romance] A man who will not love. A woman who
cannot trust. A passion too intoxicating to ignore. Devastatingly attractive sex therapist, Dr



The woman's guide to business travel , Penelope Naylor, 1981, Travel, 336 pagesSat II Math With
Ti 83 - 84 Sat Math Subject Test Math Level 1 and Level 2 With Ti 83-84, Rusen Meylani, Aug 1,
2009, Mathematics, 258 pages. This book contains fifteen full-length model practice tests that
simulate the real-life SAT Math Level 2 test and reflect the latest types of questions. Answers and
solutions
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We Wanted You , Liz Rosenberg, Mar 1, 2002, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Parents tell how they
waited and prepared for the child that they wanted so muchIceland, nature's meeting place a
wildlife guide, Mark Carwardine, VigdГs FinnbogadГіttir, 1986, Animals, 192 pages



Lando Calrissian and the mindharp of Sharu a novel, L. Neil Smith, Jun 12, 1983, Fiction, 148
pages. On a gambling trip to Oseon, the wealthy resort star system, Lando discovers that accidents
that nearly destroyed his ship were actually murder attempts by an unknown enemyIslam,
Christianity and Pluralism , Rowan Williams, 2007, Religious pluralism, 15 pages Dead at Daybreak
, Deon Meyer, Aug 23, 2007, Fiction, 400 pages. An antiques dealer is burned with a blow torch,
then killed, execution-style - a single shot to the back of the head with an M16. The contents of
the safe are missing and the The author questions the survival of mankind in this science fiction
tale about Overlords from outer space who dominate the world. Provides tips and techniques for
leading people in the workplace.



Ceres , L. Neil Smith, 2010, Fiction, 490 pages. *** 2010 Nominee for the Prometheus Award ***
In the 22nd century people have spread into the Solar System. Born and raised in a twentieth of
Earth's gravity on the asteroidGuerrilla Travel Tactics Hundreds of Simple Strategies Guaranteed to
Save Road Warriors Time and Money, Jay Conrad Levinson, Theo Brandt-Sarif, 2004, Travel, 273
pages. Entrepreneurs and professionals are often neglected by travel suppliers when it comes to
favourable pricing. Guerilla Travel Tactics presents independent business travellers



The Cistercian abbeys of Tipperary , Colmcille Г“ Conbhuidhe, Finbarr Donovan, 1999, Architecture,
335 pages. In the period 1142-1272 thirty-seven Cistercian monasteries were founded in Ireland.
Of these, four were situated in Tipperary. They were: Inislaunaght, near Clonmel, foundedPlayboy
Lovers , Jane Porter, Kim Lawrence, Sarah Morgan, 2005, Love stories, English, 185 pages
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The Last word a treasury of women's quotes, Carolyn Warner, 1992, Social Science, 363 pages.
Presents a collection of quotations by women on such subjects as life, ability, courage, equality,
freedom, happiness, success, philosophy, and menInsider Secrets to Killer Travel Deals , Larry
Gelwix, Dec 1, 1996, Travel, 196 pages
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Psychology of Denial , SofГa K. Ogden, Ashley D. Biebers, 2010, Psychology, 189 pages. In
psychology, denial is a concept originating with the psychodynamic theories of Sigmund Freud.
According to Freud, three mental dynamics, or motivating forces, influenceAnthony Trollope A
Bibliography of His First American Editions, 1858-1884, with Photographic Reproductions of
Bindings and Titlepages, Walter E. Smith, 2003, United States, 301 pages Deon Meyer 2010 Sing
for Your Supper , Rosie Harris, 2007, Fiction, 440 pages. Another gripping and heartwarming saga
set in Wales from this best-selling writer of touching and memorable stories of ordinary folk and
their struggle with adversity. Fans of face2face is a six level general English course for adults and
young adults. It goes from Starter level through to Advanced.
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A Deep and Subtle Joy Life at Quarr Abbey, Luke Bell, 2006, Religion, 153 pages. A guide to Quarr
Abbey, on the Isle of Wight, UK, which figured in the bestseller Father Joe, by Tony HendraThe
Canterbury Tales , Alcuin Blamires, 1987, Literary Criticism, 87 pages Poems and Stories , Henry
Lawson
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Jake Spring and Summer, Gary P. McIntyre, Aug 28, 2008, Fiction, 200 pages. Jake: Spring and
Summer, an engaging book by first-time novelist Gary P. McIntyre, is the story of one boy's dream
of becoming a riverboat captainClassic Sporting Rifles , Christopher Austyn, Jan 13, 1998, Antiques
& Collectibles, 127 pages. Examines the "best" sporting rifles built over the last 150 years Blood
Safari 2010 Random House LLC, 2010 The Federal Reserve at Work , Benjamin Ulysses Ratchford,
Robert Perry Black, 1971, Federal Reserve banks, 35 pages The Benn Diaries, embracing the years
1940-1990, are already established as a uniquely authoritative, fascinating and readable record of
political life. The selected highlights. Provides African-style recipes for soups, sauces, snacks,
appetizers, chicken, meat, seafood, vegetables, salads, desserts and beverages.
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The Iron Maiden , Peter Lancett, 2005, Homeless persons, 352 pagesGothic Art , Victoria Charles,
Klaus Carl, Jan 5, 2012, Art, 200 pages. Gothic art finds its roots in the powerful architecture of the
cathedrals of northern France. It is a medieval art movement that evolved throughout Europe over
more than 200
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A time to rend an essay on the decision for American independence, John M. Head, Dec 15, 1968,
History, 208 pages. From the spring of 1774 through the summer of 1776, colonial American
struggled with the question of whether they should strive to maintain their liberties within the
BritishWhen You're Sick Or in the Hospital Healing Help for Kids, Tom McGrath, 2002, Juvenile
Nonfiction, 32 pages. An introduction to the world of hospitals and illness, addressing questions
and feelings faced by sick children Double Barrel , Norbert Klups, Sep 1, 2007, Antiques &
Collectibles, 208 pages. The fascination of a traditionally built, double-barreled gun can scarcely fail
to attract a passionate hunter. For one thing, there is the perfection of handiwork in making
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The Historian's Wizard of Oz Reading L. Frank Baum's Classic as a Political and Monetary Allegory,
Ranjit S. Dighe, 2002, Business & Economics, 149 pages. Blends an annotated version of "The
Wizard of Oz" with a discussion of the political and economic history of the Gilded AgeThe
American Revolution a short history, Mary A. Y. Gallagher, 2002, History, 230 pages



The Conflict and Communication Activity Book 30 High-impact Training Exercises for Adult
Learners, Bill Withers, Keami D. Lewis, Jan 1, 2003, Communication in organizations, 283 pages.
"Every workplace has its share of conflict, and one of trainingвЂ™s universal goals is to help
organizations resolve it in a way that brings benefit to everyone involved. ThisJULIE , JANE
KESNER MORRIS, 1952



Laboratory Animal Management Nonhuman Primates, Assembly of Life Sciences (U.S.), 1980,
Nonhuman primates as laboratory animals, 44 pagesThe Long Schoolroom Lessons in the Bitter
Logic of the Poetic Principle, Allen R. Grossman, 1997, Literary Criticism, 213 pages. Allen
Grossman's combined reputation as a poet and as a professor of poetry gives him an unusual
importance in the landscape of contemporary American poetry. In this new Petunia , Roger
Duvoisin, 1973, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Petunia, the goose, learns that possessing knowledge
involves more than just carrying a book around under her wing



Canterbury tales notes, Bruce Nicoll, Oct 2, 1964, Literary Criticism, 78 pagesMicrosoft Office
Access 2007 , Alison Balter, 2008, Computers, 70 pages. Presents a collection of lessons on the
features and functions of Microsoft Access 2007 that accompany video courses found on the
enclosed DVD-ROM Wychwood , Nicole St. John, Jul 1, 1979, English fiction, 553 pages Natural
History claimed, "A glorious collection of science and art, geography and history, romance and
rigor. It is a reassessment of a group of twenty birds ... that had lost.
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Daisy Miller , Henry James, 1951, , 117 pages. Tor Classics are affordably-priced editions designed
to attract the young reader. Original dynamic cover art enthusiastically represents the excitement
of each storyThe Triumph of Modernism India's Artists and the Avant-garde, 1922-1947, Partha
Mitter, 2007, Art, 271 pages. This richly illustrated book explores the contested history of art and
nationalism in the tumultuous last decades of British rule in India. Western avant-garde art inspired
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